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QUESTION 1

You are processing millions of files in an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Object Storage bucket. Each time a new file
is created, you want to send an email to the customer and create an order in a database. The solution should perform
and minimize cost, Which action should you use to trigger this email? 

A. Schedule a cron job that monitors the OCI Object Storage bucket and emails the customer when a new file is
created. 

B. Use OCI Events service and OCI Notification service to send an email each time a file is created. 

C. Schedule an Oracle Function that checks the OCI Object Storage bucket every minute and emails the customer
when a file is found. 

D. Schedule an Oracle Function that checks the OCI Object Storage bucket every second and emails the customer
when a file is found. 

Correct Answer: B 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Events enables you to create automation based on the state changes of resources
throughout your tenancy. Use Events to allow your development teams to automatically respond when a resource
changes its state. Here are some examples of how you might use Events: Send a notification to a DevOps team when a
database backup completes. Convert files of one format to another when files are uploaded to an Object Storage
bucket. You can only deliver events to certain Oracle Cloud Infrastructure services with a rule. Use the following
services to create actions: Notifications Streaming Functions 

 

QUESTION 2

You encounter an unexpected error when invoking the Oracle Function named "myfunction" in application "myapp".
Which can you use to get more information on the error? 
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A. fn --debug invoke myapp myfunction 

B. DEBOG=l fn invoke myapp myfunction 

C. fn --verbose invoke myapp myfunction 

D. Call Oracle support with your error message 

Correct Answer: B 

Troubleshooting Oracle Functions 

If you encounter an unexpected error when using an Fn Project CLI command, you can find out more 

about the problem by starting the command with the string DEBUG=1 and running the command again. 

For example: 

$ DEBUG=1 fn invoke helloworld-app helloworld-func 

Note that DEBUG=1 must appear before the command, and that DEBUG must be in upper case. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working on a serverless DevSecOps application using Oracle Functions. You have deployed a Python function
that uses the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Python SDK to stop any OC1 Compute instance that does not comply
with your corporate security standards There are 3 non compliant OCI Compute instances. However, when you invoke
this function none of the instances were stopped. How should you troubleshoot this? 

A. There is no way to troubleshoot a function running on Oracle Functions. 

B. Enable function logging in the OCI console, include some print statements in your function code and use logs to
troubleshoot this. 

C. Enable function remote debugging in the OCI console, and use your favorite IDE to inspect the function running on
Oracle Functions. 

D. Enable function tracing in the OCI console, and go to OCI Monitoring console to see the function stack trace. 

Correct Answer: B 

Storing and Viewing Function Logs When a function you\\'ve deployed to Oracle Functions is invoked, you\\'ll typically
want to store the function\\'s logs so that you can review them later. You specify where Oracle Functions stores a
function\\'s logs by setting a logging policy for the application containing the function. You set application logging
policies in the Console. Whenever a function is invoked in this application, its logs are stored according to the logging
policy that you specified. you can view the logs for a function that have been stored in a storage bucket in Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Object Storage https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-
us/iaas/Content/Functions/Tasks/functionsexportingfunctionlogfiles.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

How can you find details of the tolerations field for the sample YAML file below? 
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A. kubectl list pod.spec.tolerations 

B. kubectl explain pod.spec.tolerations 

C. kubectl describe pod.spec tolerations 

D. kubectl get pod.spec.tolerations 

Correct Answer: B 

kubectl explain to List the fields for supported resources 

https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/generated/kubectl/kubectl-commands#explain 

 

QUESTION 5

Who is responsible for patching, upgrading and maintaining the worker nodes in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Container
Engine for Kubernetes (OKE)? 

A. It Is automated 

B. Independent Software Vendors 

C. Oracle Support 

D. The user 

Correct Answer: D 

After a new version of Kubernetes has been released and when Container Engine for Kubernetes supports the new
version, you can use Container Engine for Kubernetes to upgrade master nodes running older versions of Kubernetes.
Because Container Engine for Kubernetes distributes the Kubernetes Control Plane on multiple Oracle-managed master
nodes (distributed across different availability domains in a region where supported) to ensure high availability, you\\'re
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able to upgrade the Kubernetes version running on master nodes with zero downtime. Having upgraded master nodes
to a new version of Kubernetes, you can subsequently create new node pools running the newer version. Alternatively,
you can continue to create new node pools that will run older versions of Kubernetes (providing those older versions are
compatible with the Kubernetes version running on the master nodes). Note that you upgrade master nodes by
performing an `in-place\\' upgrade, but you upgrade worker nodes by performing an `out-of-place\\' upgrade. To upgrade
the version of Kubernetes running on worker nodes in a node pool, you replace the original node pool with a new node
pool that has new worker nodes running the appropriate Kubernetes version. Having \\'drained\\' existing worker nodes
in the original node pool to prevent new pods starting and to delete existing pods, you can then delete the original node
pool. 
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